
However, according to MSCI Can-
ada Index as of October 2005, 76% 
of the Canadian market is concen-
trated in just three sectors: energy, 
materials and financials.  And Can-
ada represents just 3% of the 
world’s market. That means with a 
portfolio focused on just domestic 
investments, you could be missing 
out on some of the world's best in-
vestment opportunities, while put-
ting your portfolio at unnecessary 
risk due to lack of diversification. 

In the next two years, US$2.7 tril-
lion in mortgage loans linked to 
adjustable interest rates come up 
for renewal in America. This has 
prompted economists to worry that 
many homeowners could be facing 
a financial crisis because interest 
rates have risen so much since they 

took out their mortgage loans.1 
These American homeowners 
could find their mortgage payments 
have doubled; some will default 
while many may be forced to trim 
their spending, which could slow 
the economy. 

If America’s growth slows, China 
and India may slow as well; Can-
ada would not be untouched by 
such a slowdown. Prudence sug-
gests that the time to take the path 
to international investing is now 
while we are doing well. 

For years, academics have ques-
tioned the diversification benefit of 
adding international equities to a 
portfolio.  They usually postulate 
something like the following: The 
whole idea of diversifying is for 

With the Canadian market having 
done well recently, why would an 
investor choose to follow any other 
path for their money? 

Heady times are here again.  The Ca-
nadian economy is firing on all cylin-
ders with twin surpluses (in our cur-
rent account and in our budget) and 
with the lowest unemployment in 
decades. 

And the prognosis remains favour-
able as well.  As long as America 
continues to grow (over 80% of our 
exports go there) and as long as 
China and India need our resources, 
Canada should prosper too.  This 
should be reflected in the value of the 
loonie, in the level of interest rates 
and of the Toronto Stock Exchange 
index. 
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More than any other time in history, mankind faces a 
crossroads.  One path leads to despair and utter hopeless-
ness. The other, to total extinction.  Let us pray we have 
the wisdom to choose correctly. 

 - Woody Allen 

 
 Table One. Returns to International Investing, 1950 – 2004 

  WORST 1 YEAR WORST 5 YEARS WORST 10 YEARS 
  Home Global Home Global Home Global 

Country Portfolio Country Portfolio Country Portfolio 
Home Country             

Japan  -45.00% -43.00% -50.30% -44.90% -53.80% -42.90% 
Germany  -54.40% -42.60% -53.30% -46.20% -44.60% -35.50% 
United Kingdom  -60.80% -45.90% -65.70% -33.10% -61.30% -21.90% 
France  -53.00% -43.40% -52.90% -41.50% -57.90% -21.20% 
United States  -47.50% -45.40% -46.40% -37.70% -39.90% -11.30% 

Average -52.10% -44.10% -53.70% -40.70% -51.50% -26.50% 
Average difference 
between Global and 
Home Portfolios 

8.00% 13.00% 25.00% 



Theory and common sense both sug-
gest a more diversified portfolio is 
safer than a less diversified portfo-
lio. The benefits of international di-
versification are substantial. 

It’s time to leave home. 
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downside protection, but the worst 
periods for international equities oc-
cur at similar times and with similar 
magnitudes as they do for domestic 
equities. So why bother? 

Investors looking for international 
equities to protect themselves during 
a stock market downturn are missing 
the point. During periods of extreme 
downward volatility, of course the 
world’s stock markets are going to 
move together.  But the diversifica-
tion benefits of international equity 
investing should also be judged over 
the same time frames as domestic 
equity investing. 2 

Table one is from an analysis of in-
ternational diversification over longer 
horizons from multiple countries’ 
perspectives.  The table shows re-
turns for worst one-year, five-year 
and ten-year periods.  Each country 
was examined from its own perspec-
tive for its own worst case and the 
worst case for a simple global portfo-
lio that equally weighted the coun-
tries. 

From each country’s perspective for 
each time horizon, worst case returns 
for a simple global portfolio are 
better than for the home country.  
In many cases, they are materi-
ally better. 3 

The quintessential recent exam-
ple is Japan.  In America, many 
learned papers have pooh-poohed 
the idea of diversifying interna-
tionally; in Japan, the papers 
have probably argued the exact 
opposite.  Unless the US is going 
to permanently outperform Japan, 
both sets of papers cannot be 
right. 

Diversifying your portfolio glob-
ally helps reduce risk, while also 
increasing the return potential of 
your portfolio as illustrated in the 

graph at right. 

Global markets are generating prom-
ising investment opportunities, at low 
prices, in geographic regions all over 
the world:  

 Europe is providing long-term 
opportunities with valuations at a ten-
year low. 

 Japan is re-emerging as a domi-
nant economic power in the Asia-
Pacific region. 

 The BRIC countries-Brazil, 
Russia, India and China-are pro-
jected to be long-term drivers of 
global growth. 

With the Canadian dollar having ap-
preciated against many other curren-
cies in recent years, the increasing 
value of our Canadian dollar gives 
prudent investors the opportunity to 
acquire foreign assets at a relative 
discount.  The federal government 
has lifted restrictions on foreign con-
tent in RRSP portfolios earlier this 
year and the timing couldn't have 
been better.  With strong returns from 
Canadian investments, the time to 
diversify globally is now.  

Risk ( cont’d) 
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Foreign content reduces risk, increases return  

Risk - Annualised Standard Deviation  
Source: Globe Hysales as of 31 October 2005 and Franklin Templeton Investments 4 


